
 

Gymnastics NSW 
State Team 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 

Position Title: Head of Delegation 

Reports To: Gymnastics NSW 

Location: Varied 

The selection onto a GNSW state team is a prestigious honour that only a handful of athletes and 

officials are recognised with each year. To ensure the best possible performance at the Australian 

Championships, and to provide a transparent decision making process, Gymnastics NSW (GNSW) has 

developed this policy. It should be used in conjunction with the Gymnastics NSW Selection Policy 

and the sport specific criteria.  

Position Objective 

The Head of Delegation is required to: 

 Represent NSW from time of assembly until the return of the Team to their 

State/designated time of departure. Be the spokesman of GNSW policy and NSW State Team 

policies and procedures.  

 Assist in the effective coordination of the NSW State Team. 

 Coordinate a volunteer base to ensure the efficient and effective execution of their 

Gymsport State Team and continuously develop skills and knowhow of any volunteer 

reporting to the Head of Delegation from time to time. 

Specific Duties 

The Head of Delegation will perform the following duties: 

a) Represent the State Association; 
b) Be the spokesperson on State policy; 
c) Speak (or delegate responsibility) at social events and exchange gifts with the appropriate 

person of the other Delegation (if required or appropriate); 
d) Organise State representation at all GA meetings and subsequent reports; 
e) For official functions where invitations are limited, establish the priority order of officials to 

represent their State. If a problem occurs, final selection will be the responsibility of the 
Head of Delegation. This is to include such things as social events, coaches meetings, medical 
symposia, clinics etc. 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

f) Prior to departure, brief the Team Manager concerning the composition and purpose of the 
Tour. Briefings are to include information on: 

* Protocol   * Emergencies 

* Line of communication  * Responsibility 

g) Support the team management; 
h) Assist the team manager in the management and control of the Gymnastic Team 

representing their State from time of assembly until the final team activity. 
i) While away provide all information and communicate with all members of the team and set 

meeting times for the team that will be appropriate with the schedule; 
j) Adjudicate in conjunction with the team manager any problems that may arise amongst the 

gymnasts, officials, or supporters; 
k) Be totally responsible for discipline and immediately report to the State ESDO, the NSW 

Head of Delegation or State Association should any serious breaches of discipline or 
misconduct occur by any member of the team;  

l) Liaise with the State Office concerning itinerary, uniform and general organization; 
m) Together with the other team officials ensure that the tour is harmonious event with the 

combination of team spirit, good health and best environment conducive to optimal 
performance; 

n) Read, understand and comply with all relevant Gymnastics NSW policy and procedures, with 

particular emphasis upon the Gymnastics NSW Member Protection & Child Protection 

Policies, including the Role Specific responsibilities and Codes of Conduct. 

Attributes 

To be considered for this role you will need a background in team management. You will have   

strong negotiation skills, and a commitment to ensuring a positive team experience for team 

members. 

Your communication skills will be matched by your sound judgment and the capacity to work 

towards the best possible outcome for the NSW state team. You will have the capacity to work 

independently and the ability to manage a number of team members. 

Reviews 

No later than two weeks following the completion of the event you will be required to submit a 

team report, in writing, to the Gymnastics NSW gymsport ESDO. The report should contain feedback 

on areas that worked well, areas that need attention, and recommendations for future teams. 


